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Abstract There is a growing demand for simulators for
the research and development of maritime autonomous sur-
face ships (MASS) and the approval of autonomous nav-
igation algorithms. Simulators are used for purposes such
as evaluation and training and are taken on various config-
urations accordingly. The ship maneuvering mathematical
model used in such a simulator is an important element that
characterizes the simulator. In this paper, we discuss the dy-
namic model of the hull and its position in the simulator that
will be required for MASSs in the future. It also discusses
guidelines for selecting an appropriate model, which has not
been discussed extensively in previous studies. Finally, we
discuss the functional requirements that simulators should
have.

Keywords Maritime Autonomous Surface Ship · Model
Based Development · Simulator · Maneuvering Model

1 Introduction

In the research and development of maritime autonomous
surface ships (MASSs), there is a growing demand for ma-
rine simulators in research institutions and manufacturers.
As described later, simulators are used for purposes such as
evaluation and training of operators, taking various configu-
rations depending on the intended use. Generally, they have
the physical models of the ship motion, environment, and
navigational instruments as illustrated in fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Nominal structure of the ship maneuvering simulator

Among these functions, the dynamic model of the hull
(or maneuvering mathematical model, control model, equa-
tion of maneuvering motion) can be considered a crucial ele-
ment characterizing the simulator. However, in the develop-
ment of autonomous ships, the discussion of model selection
has become complex, involving not only simulations with
the dynamic model of the hull alone but also simulations
of dynamic systems incorporating the control system. Thus,
this paper aims to describe the role of the dynamic model of
a ship, particularly among the functions of the simulator, in
the context of what will be required for autonomous ships.

In recent years, the role of simulators in the devel-
opment of autonomous ships has increased. Ship classes
have published guidelines for autonomous ships including
simulation[1,2,3,4], whereas the requirements of simulators
to evaluate ship motion and autonomous navigation systems
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have not been adequately discussed. Meanwhile, DNV-GL’s
standard for maritime simulator systems [5] delineates re-
quirements for the performance of maritime simulator sys-
tems required for simulator-based training or demonstra-
tions mandated by the International Convention on Stan-
dards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Sea-
farers (STCW). This standard includes the requirements for
hydrodynamic ship models within a certified simulator. For
instance, this standard gives the requirements for the speed
data of each hydrodynamic ship, however, it doesn’t include
low-speed ship speed data for berthing operations. The stan-
dard also requires maritime simulators to possess the capa-
bility to simulate physical and behavioral realism, without,
however, specifying a reference model or implementation.

It extends beyond the conventional use of maritime train-
ing simulators, with the development of dedicated simu-
lators serving as environments for developing autonomous
ship systems. For instance, platforms like the Open Simula-
tion Platform (OSP) [6] and the Fast Time Ship Simulator
(FTSS) developed by the National Maritime Research Insti-
tute [7] have emerged. In the development of autonomous
ships, the purposes for using simulators may include the fol-
lowing:

• Confirmation of the hydrodynamic performance of a ship
maneuvering motion.

• Tuning of parameters such as the gain of model-free con-
trol.

• Training crews.
• Learning of image recognition or control.
• Evaluation of controller
• Creation of reference routes for tracking maneuvers dur-

ing berthing/unberthing.
• Assessment of System Functional Safety (Integration

Testing)

To address these diversified purposes of simulator use, this
study discusses ship dynamic models suitable for simulators
in the development of autonomous vessels.

In particular, the selection of the ship’s dynamic model is
a challenge within this context. The functional requirements
of the model change as the operational scenarios vary, for
example, when simulating different operational conditions
such as berthing and ocean navigation. Furthermore, the de-
sired dynamic model will depend on which functions of the
system are to be evaluated by the simulation. However, there
is little guidance or discussion as to what model is appropri-
ate to choose in the context of developing such functions.

As research and development on autonomous ships be-
comes more active, the opportunities for selecting and creat-
ing dynamic models are increasing. In this paper, the authors
argue that the model used in the simulator should have re-
quirements that satisfy the objective of simulation and that
the model is only required to meet those requirements. For

instance, in the case of collision avoidance, a relatively sim-
ple model may be sufficient, while in scenarios of port entry
and departure, a model is required to consider wind distur-
bances, forward and backward motions at low speed, thrust
near obstacles, and shallow/sidewall effects. In developing
control systems, developers are interested in minimizing the
modeling errors and compensating for them by the con-
troller. A review of international literature reveals a trend
toward simpler approaches, different from the MMG (Math-
ematical Maneuvering Group) model. For example, consid-
ering the research group led by Fossen at NTNU, the models
consistently used there are often more straightforward com-
pared to MMG.

The construction of a dynamic model requires activi-
ties such as towing tank tests, numerical simulations, and
free-run tests using a full-scale ship or a model ship, all of
which require time and resources. Developers generally ex-
pect high functionality for the model, but as the complexity
of the model increases, so does the cost of model construc-
tion. In other words, there is generally a trade-off between
the two. Therefore, defining requirements based on the pur-
pose of the simulation at the outset is believed to optimize
the cost of model construction.

In this study, We will summarize models in real-world
use cases from previously published papers, focusing pri-
marily on controls and simulators. We aim to provide so-
lutions and ideas that can assist engineers and researchers
engaged in or aspiring to conduct modeling, aiding them in
the selection of models.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Firstly, in sec-
tion 3, we organize the objectives of creating dynamic mod-
els. We briefly explain the history of dynamic models in the
maritime field and their applications proposed in previous
studies. In section 4, we provide an overview of the classi-
fication and history of dynamic models. Section 5 describes
the trade-off between the complexity of a dynamic model
and its construction costs, using specific model calculations.
In section 6, we discuss examples of functional and non-
functional requirements for simulating autonomous ships.
Section 7 addresses tips when solving differential equations.
In section 8, we conduct a discussion based on these results,
and the conclusion is presented in section 9.

Initial results from the investigation described in this
study were originally developed by Miyauchi et al. [8]. In
this paper, the results are presented more extensively, with
more details and some revisions.

2 Notation and coordinate systems

In the following, the set of real numbers is denoted by R, and
the n-dimensional Euclidean space is represented as Rn. The
prime symbol ′ indicates a non-dimensional value, while the
overdot˙represents a time derivative.
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Fig. 2: Coordinate System. The coordinate system con-
sist by space-fixed system O0 − x0y0 and ship-fixed system
O− xy. Notations u,vm are the velocity of O− xy system;
δ , np, nBT, nST are the rudder angle, the revolution of the
propeller, the bow thruster and the stern thruster; γT , UT are
true wind direction and speed; γA, UA are apparent wind di-
rection and speed.

With a few exceptions, this paper does not deal with tidal
currents. The approach for currents can be found in the ref-
erences [9,10]. This paper focuses on surface ships, and its
coordinate system is shown infig. 2. In this paper, forces and
moments shall be non-dimensionalized as follows, unless
otherwise noted:

Force :
1
2

ρU2Ld

Moment :
1
2

ρU2L2d
(1)

where ρ is the density of fluid, L is the length of a ship and
d is the draft. The resultant velocity U is defined as follows:

U ≡
√

u2 + v2. (2)

The drift angle β defined as follows, except when U = 0:

β ≡−sin−1
( v

U

)
(3)

3 Objective of making a dynamic model

In the beginning, the authors classify dynamic models based
on the purpose of the models. For instance, the ITTC rec-
ommended procedure [11] distinguishes maneuvering sim-
ulation models into two categories: 1. Models for predicting
ship maneuvering performance and evaluating ship design

by estimating standard maneuvers defined by IMO, and 2.
Models for use in simulators, intended for real-time man-in-
the-loop simulations, typically used for training ship crews,
etc. Additionally, the literature [12] classifies dynamic mod-
els into simulation models, control algorithm models, and
state estimator design models, depending on their applica-
tions.

In this study, we classify dynamic models into four cat-
egories:

1. Models for evaluating maneuvering characteristics dur-
ing ship hull design,

2. Models for ship-handling simulator,
3. Model for algorithm development and performance val-

idation of autonomous ships, and
4. Models for embedding into model-based control laws or

observers.

Below are the definitions for each category:

Models for evaluating maneuvering characteristics during
ship hull design The maneuvering performance of a ship is
a crucial aspect related to safety, and it is essential to un-
derstand specified performance criteria, such as turning and
course-keeping capabilities mentioned in the IMO Steer-
ing Criteria MSC137(76), before construction. Simulation
is one of the representative methods for estimating these
performances, and dynamic models are used in this context.
Dynamic models for this purpose are desirable to be capa-
ble of considering the scale effects of full-scale and model-
scale ships, and they should be easy to handle when making
significant changes such as altering the ship’s main partic-
ulars or rudder configuration. In Japan, modular-type fluid
dynamics models, such as the MMG model, which can ac-
count for the scale effects, are widely used for this purpose.

Models for ship-handling simulator A ship-handling simu-
lator is a real-time simulator used for purposes such as crew
training and reproducing accident scenarios. It replicates the
functionality of a ship’s bridge by connecting operational in-
puts to physical controls such as engine telegraph levers and
steering wheels, allowing individuals to manipulate simula-
tor input values. The ship-handling simulators do not need
to accurately reproduce maneuvering characteristics; quali-
tative characteristics such as course instability need only be
represented. However, a model capable of real-time calcula-
tions with relatively short time steps is necessary. Addition-
ally, if training and evaluation can be conducted in challeng-
ing environmental conditions (e.g., wind and waves) that are
difficult to replicate on a real ship, the advantages of the sim-
ulator can be further maximized. Thus, it is desirable for the
model to be in a format that can flexibly incorporate a vari-
ety of environmental disturbance factors. Dynamic models
used in systems for Man-in-the-loop simulations for crew
training have been discussed, for example, in [13,14].
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Model for algorithm development and performance valida-
tion of autonomous ships The purpose of simulation as a de-
velopment environment is to evaluate the performance and
safety of autonomous ship control algorithms before assess-
ing them on full-scale vessels. It is crucial to verify how the
algorithm behaves in a real system to evaluate its perfor-
mance, and the accuracy of the simulation model is essen-
tial. A Simulator also requires real-time capabilities since it
is typically used for developing systems that operate in real-
time. Balancing the lightweight nature and accuracy of sim-
ulator models is challenging, making it important to choose
a model based on the algorithm’s application.

For example, Sawada et al. base their work on the KT
model for collision avoidance [15]. In contrast, Maki et al.
[16,17], Sawada et al. [18,19], Miyauchi et al. [20], Rach-
man et al. [21], Wakita et al. [22], and Suyama et al. [23] use
the MMG model as the basis for their autonomous docking
and undocking algorithms. Additionally, Bingham et al. [24]
use Fossen’s model for coupling evaluations of algorithms
used in ocean robot contests and conducting competitions in
a virtual environment.

In practical applications, there are examples of con-
structing dynamic models based on Fossen’s model and de-
veloping control algorithms for the development of catama-
ran ASVs (Autonomous Surface Vehicles) [25].

Models for embedding into model-based control laws or ob-
servers These dynamic models are used in control laws and
observers. Nonlinear Kalman filters are employed to esti-
mate unobservable states or model parameters directly. For
instance, Fossen et al. applied a dynamic model to an Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF) and performed parameter iden-
tification based on trial results with actual ships [26]. From a
control perspective, Fossen et al. used the dynamic model in
an EKF to estimate yaw angle, yaw rate, and ship speed from
only multiple GNSS position data. They conducted control
simulations for heading keeping based on these estimated
values [27]. Moreover, nonlinear control models, such as the
backstepping method, have also been demonstrated [28].

In previous works, the representation of fluid dynamic
forces during low-speed navigation proposed by Karasuno
was employed to control the laying of submarine cables us-
ing model predictive control [29]. In this case, C/GMRES
(continuation/GMRES) method [30] was used for control.
Recently, MMG has been directly applied in predictive ship-
handling control during the approach phase of docking,
achieving successful control of the large ferry and the cargo
ship, as demonstrated by groups such as Ioki et al. [31] and
Habu et al. [32]. Contrary to this, simpler models, like Rach-
man’s [33], have been used for docking scenarios.

4 Categorization of the dynamic models and its histories

The history of research on dynamic models, categorized in
this chapter, spans several purposes, reflecting a long his-
tory. Pre-war studies on ship maneuvering dynamics focused
on topics such as the turning radius of warships. Particu-
larly, in the case of the Imperial Japanese Navy, estimating
the pivot point [34,35] was the main focus of maneuvering
studies. The analytical foundation based on motion equa-
tions and state equations, akin to the present, can be traced
back to the pioneering work of Davidson and Schiff [36].
Post-war in Japan, research in fluid dynamics by Motoyoshi
[37] and others, stability analysis by Motoyoshi [38], and
control engineering research led by Inoue [39] and Nomoto
[40] laid the groundwork for the comprehensive technologi-
cal system of ship maneuvering as it is understood today.

In the analysis based on maneuvering motion equations,
modeling fluid dynamic forces on the hull, propeller, and
rudder has been a constant focus of research. Abkowitz
[41] proposed a whole-ship model, expressing fluid dynamic
forces as state variables. The MMG model introduced by
Ogawa et al. [42,43] was groundbreaking, allowing for the
representation of the ship components and their interactions.
When considering maneuvering motion, the primary focus is
often on horizontal-plane motion. While studies on maneu-
vering motion in waves exist [44,45,46], heave and pitch are
often neglected. In contrast, roll motion is frequently con-
sidered, especially in the case of high-speed vessels, with
studies using a 4-degree-of-freedom (DoF) model [47,48,
49]. However, for the scope of this paper, which focuses on
horizontal-plane motion, we describe the 3-DoF model.

With the development of motion equation modeling in
the 1980s, dynamic models were classified into response
models and fluid dynamics models [42,50]. Since then, vari-
ous new dynamic models have been proposed. In this paper,
considering the latest research trends, we categorize the cur-
rently practical models as follows.

• Response model
A model derived by focusing onlf for the control inputs
and the ship’s response, without estimating each coef-
ficient using hydrodynamics. However, in the case of
models like Nomoto’s KT model, it may also be derived
directly from fluid dynamics models. This category in-
cludes:

– Nomoto’s KT model
– AR models
– Neural network models

• Fluid dynamics model
A model that estimates each coefficient using fluid dy-
namics while formulating and solving the maneuvering
motion equations. This category includes:

– Whole-ship models
– Modular-type models
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Each of these models includes several coefficients, and
an approach is taken to determine them through some
means. We will now provide an overview of these models
individually.

4.1 Response models

4.1.1 Nomoto’s KT model [51] and its extension

In the case of the response model, Nomoto’s pioneering re-
search [51] is well-known. Taking the origin of the ship-
fixed coordinate system at the center of gravity of the ship,
the linear equations of motion for the sway angle β and the
rate of turn r in the whole model format can be expressed as
follows:

(m′+m′
y)

(
L
U

)
dβ

dt
+CY β ·β

−
(
(m′+m′

x)−CY r
)( L

U

)
r =CY δ ·δ

(I′zz + J′zz)

(
L
U

)2 dr
dt

+CNr

(
L
U

)
r−CNβ ·β =CNδ ·δ

(4)

CY x and CNx represent the sway force and yaw moment act-
ing on the ship, respectively, and their subscripts x indicate
the elements from which they originate. By eliminating one
of the variables from this equation, a response model can be
obtained. For example, considering the case of r, the follow-
ing can be derived:

T1T2
d2r
dt2 +(T1 +T2)

dr
dt

+ r = Kδ +KT3
dδ

dt

where



K =

(
U
L

)
CNβCY δ +CY βCNδ

CY βCNr − (mx −CY r)CNβ

(T1 +T2) =

(
L
U

)
myCNr +nCY β

CY βCNr − (mx −CY r)CNβ

T1T2 =

(
L
U

)2 my ·n
CY βCNr − (mx −CY r)CNβ

T3 =

(
L
U

)
myCNδ

CNβCY δ +CY βCNδ

(5)

Furthermore, by assuming that the response related to the
maneuvering motion is gradual, the one obtained by ap-
proximating it as a first-order system is called Nomoto’s KT
equation.

T
dr
dt

+ r = Kδ (6)

Z-test is a convenient and widely used method to determine
the coefficients in the equation. Through this test, coeffi-

cients T and K are obtained, and these are given by:{
K′ = K/(U/L)

T ′ = T/(L/U)
(7)

This allows for comparison with other vessels and facil-
itates direct discussion of the vessel’s maneuvering perfor-
mance. However, it is known that scale effects exist [52].
Various analytical methods have been proposed for address-
ing this issue [53].

An extension of Nomoto’s KT model considering non-
linear terms was proposed by Norrbin in 1963 and takes the
following form:

T
dr
dt

+ r+ c3r3 = Kδ (8)

The study by Kim et al. [54] is known for determining
the coefficients in the Eq (8). It is interesting to note that the
solution is not unique.

Efforts have been made to organize the coefficients of
response models in terms of various parameters such as ship
type, trim coefficients, and rudder area [51]. Referencing
the study, it is possible to promptly create the required dy-
namic model for simulators based on past data. Additionally,
model-based control using response models has been exten-
sively conducted [28].

4.1.2 Auto Regressive (AR) model

The Auto-Regressive (AR) model is a model that represents
a time series {xt}N

t=1 ∈ R at a certain time point using past
time series data as explanatory variables. The model is es-
sentially represented as Eq. 9:

xt =
m

∑
i=1

aixt−i + vt (t = m+1, . . . ,N) (9)

Here, m ∈N represents the order of the AR model, a natural
number. a1, . . . ,am ∈ R are the auto-regressive coefficients
of the AR model. These coefficients are determined by solv-
ing using the least squares method based on past time-series
data. Additionally, the order of the regression model is often
determined using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC).
vt ∈ R represents white noise with a mean of 0 and a vari-
ance of σ2. Åström and Källström use a probabilistic model
in the form of an Auto-Regressive with eXogenous (ARX)
model to express the motion due to steering and perform sys-
tem identification [55]. Källström and others have also con-
structed an applied autopilot system using the ARX model
[56]. Otsu designed a control system AR model by introduc-
ing a term for control inputs, determining optimal control in-
puts from past time-series data, control inputs, and currently
observed state variables. Otsu applied this method to an ac-
tual ship and performed heading control [57]. Additionally,
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discretizing Nomoto’s first-order approximation model re-
sults in an ARX model. Iseki and others performed param-
eter identification of this ARX model using an Infinite Im-
pulse Response (IIR) filter [58]. More recently, Jiang et al.
used an AR model to investigate the effect of hull scale on
real-time ship motion prediction [59].

4.1.3 Neural Network

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a model that can rep-
resent the relationship between control inputs and the ship’s
responses and is a multi-input, multi-output model with high
fitting capabilities. ANN is a mathematical model inspired
by the neural circuits of the brain and is constructed by
combining multiple artificial neurons. Artificial neurons are
processing units that pass a weighted sum of inputs through
an activation function such as a sigmoid function or ReLU
function, and are represented as follows:

yyy = fff (WWWxxx+bbb) (10)

where xxx ∈Rn is the input vector, yyy ∈Rm is the output vector,
WWW ∈ Rm×n is the weight matrix, bbb ∈ Rm is the bias vector,
and ggg : Rm → Rm is the activation function. In an ANN, the
adjustment of weights is done using training data to repre-
sent the relationship between input and output. A learning
method using backpropagation is commonly used for this
weight adjustment.

For ship dynamic models, various methods have been
proposed in which feed-forward neural networks (FNNs)
and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are used. Moreira
et al. [60,61] proposed a maneuvering simulation model
that recursively utilizes an FNN-based maneuvering model
and validated it using data from maneuvering simulation of
Mariner class ship and full-scale ship trials of a catamaran.
Rajesh et al. [62] identified the 3-DoF nonlinear steering
model for the large tanker by expressing the nonlinear terms
in terms of FNNs. Zhang et al. [63] identified a function rep-
resenting nonlinear fluid dynamic forces using an FNN with
Chebyshev orthogonal basis functions. Oskin et al. [64] es-
timated the response model of yaw direction velocity to rud-
der angle input using RNN. Wakita et al. [65] estimated 3-
DOF dynamic models using RNN and validated them using
data from free-running model tests. RNNs can account for
the effects of past sequences in time-series data by retaining
internal states as memory, and several identification methods
have been also proposed that use Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM), which can handle longer-term memory [66,67].

4.2 Model based on fluid dynamics

The fluid dynamics model yields the following equations of
motion in the ship-fixed coordinate system, with the origin

at the midship of the hull.

mu̇−mvr− xGmr2 = FX

mv̇+mur+ xGmṙ = FY

(Izz + x2
Gm)ṙ+ xGmur = MM .

(11)

In this paper, we classified the model based on how the
fluid dynamic force terms on the right-hand side are solved.
Specifically, we categorized the model into a modular-type
model, where the fluid dynamic forces are decomposed for
each component of the ship, namely the hull, propeller, and
rudder, and a whole-ship model, where the fluid dynamic
forces are not separated and the entire ship is treated as one
system.

4.2.1 Whole-ship model

The whole-ship model treats the right-hand side of eq. (11)
as a single system without decomposing the contributions of
individual modules of the ship (hull, propeller, rudder, etc.).

The most widely used white-box model of whole-ship
models is the Abkowitz model [41]. This model assumes
perturbation motion caused by small rudder angle change
∆δ from a state x0 in which the ship with constant forward
speed U and constant propeller rotation. Then, fluid dynamic
forces eq. (12) are assumed as the function of the state vari-
ables, control inputs, and their time derivatives:

FX = f (x)
FY = g(x)

MM = h(x) ,

(12)

where

x = (u, v,r, u̇, v̇, ṙ,δ , δ̇ )⊤ (13)

x0 = (U, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)⊤ , (14)

and the right-hand side of eq. (11) is expanded as Taylor se-
ries. Based on the transverse symmetricity of the ship hull, a
polynomial is determined by selecting its terms. Moreover,
as the user has the flexibility to choose the maximum degree
of the polynomial, there are several derivative types avail-
able (for example, see [68]). Here, as an example, the poly-
nomial from Abkowitz’s work [69] is presented by expand-
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ing Eq. (12) up to the third order in x.

FX (x)≈ X (x0)

+
n

∑
i=1

 ∂X(x)
∂xi

∣∣∣∣
x0

∆xi +
1
2

∂ 2X(x)
(∂xi)

2

∣∣∣∣∣
x0

∆x2
i +

1
6

∂ 3X(x)
(∂xi)

3

∣∣∣∣∣
x0

∆x3
i


FY (x)≈ Y (x0)

+
n

∑
i=1

 ∂Y (x)
∂xi

∣∣∣∣
x0

∆xi +
1
2

∂ 2Y (x)
(∂xi)

2

∣∣∣∣∣
x0

∆x2
i +

1
6

∂ 3Y (x)
(∂xi)

3

∣∣∣∣∣
x0

∆x3
i


MM(x)≈ N (x0)

+
n

∑
i=1

 ∂N(x)
∂xi

∣∣∣∣
x0

∆xi +
1
2

∂ 2N(x)
(∂xi)

2

∣∣∣∣∣
x0

∆x2
i +

1
6

∂ 3N(x)
(∂xi)

3

∣∣∣∣∣
x0

∆x3
i

 .

(15)

By organizing the obtained polynomial based on certain as-
sumptions and rearranging the terms, the Abkowitz model in
eq. (16) can be derived, with the acceleration-related terms
on the left side and the rest on the right side.

u̇ =
f1(u,v,r,δ )
(m−Xu̇)

v̇ =
(Iz −Nṙ) f2(u,v,r,δ )− (mxG −Yṙ) f3(u,v,r,δ )
(m−Yv̇)(Iz −Nṙ)− (mxG −Nv̇)(mxG −Yṙ)

ṙ =
(m−Yv̇) f3(u,v,r,δ )− (mxG −Nv̇) f2(u,v,r,δ )
(m−Yv̇)(Iz −Nṙ)− (mxG −Nv̇)(mxG −Yṙ)

,

(16)

where

f1(u,v,r,δ ) = X∗+Xu∆u+Xuu∆u2 +Xuuu∆u3 +Xvvv2

+(Xrr +mXG)r2 +Xδδ δ
2 +Xvvuv2

∆u

+Xrrur2
∆u+Xδδuδ

2
∆u+(Xvr +m)vr+Xvδ vδ

+X rδ

rδ
+Xvruvr∆u+Xvδuvδ∆u+Xrurδ∆u

f2(u,v,r,δ ) = Y∗+Y∗u∆u+Y∗u∆u2 +Yvv+Yvvvv3 +Yvrrvr2

+Yvδδ vδ
2 +Yvuv∆u+Yvuuv∆u2 +(Yr −mu)r

+Yrrrr3 +Yrvvrv2 +Yrδδ rδ
2 +Yru∆u+Yruur∆u2

+Yδ δ +Yδδδ δ
3 +Yδvvδv2 +Yδ rrδ r2 +Yδuδ∆u

+Yδuuδ∆u2 +Yvrδ vrδ

f3(u,v,r,δ ) = N∗+N∗u∆u+N∗uu∆u2 +Nvv+Nvvvv3

+Nvrrvr2 +Nvδδ vδ
2 +Nvuv∆u+Nvuuv∆u2

+(Nr −mGu)r+Nrrrr3 +Nrvvrv2 +Nrδδ rδ
2

+Nrur∆u+Nruur∆u2 +Nδ δ +Nδδδ δ
3 +Nδvvδv2

+Nδ rrδ r2 +Nδuδ∆u+Nδuuδ∆u2 +Nvrδ vrδ .

(17)

The Abkowitz model is commonly used as a nonlinear
model that includes higher-order terms, but in Abkowitz’s
literature [41], linearized motion equations and stability

analysis based on them are also presented. The drawbacks
of the Abkowitz model include the unclear physical inter-
pretation of higher-order terms, limitations arising from as-
suming small variations from a constant speed U , making it
challenging to model significant speed reductions in maneu-
vers with large rudder angles, and the inability to incorporate
variations in propeller revolutions and the influence of wind
forces into motion simulations.

4.2.2 Modular-type model

As modular-type models, we introduce the following three:

1. MMG model
2. Modified Abkowitz model
3. Fossen’s model

MMG model The MMG (Maneuvering Modeling Group)
model was developed in 1976 to address the following
weaknesses of polynomial-type whole-ship models.

– In the representation of fluid dynamic forces by polyno-
mials, the values of each coefficient vary depending on
the choice of polynomial terms. This poses a challenge
for comparing results between research institutions.

– It cannot accommodate partial design changes, such as
alterations to the rudder.

– It cannot correlate with actual ship behavior.
– The physical meaning of the coefficients of the polyno-

mial is unclear.

In 1976, the fundamental concepts of the MMG (Maneu-
vering Modeling Group) model were developed [42] and
further discussed in [70]. Afterward, upon closer examina-
tion of the details of the dynamic models widely used in
Japan, slight variations were observed among different insti-
tutions. To standardize these models, the research committee
on standardization of ship maneuverability prediction mod-
els [71] was established. The summary paper [43] serves as
an overview, providing a detailed mathematical representa-
tion of the standardized MMG model. However, it is im-
portant to note that the standardized MMG model assumes
that the lateral flow velocity is significantly smaller than the
forward speed, and it does not encompass maneuvers such
as berthing and unberthing operations or propeller reversal
maneuvers.

In the MMG model, FX , FY , and MM in Eq. (11) is di-
vided into the velocity-dependent components XS, YS, and
NS and the acceleration-dependent hydrodynamic compo-
nent XA, YA, and NA. The steady fluid dynamic forces depen-
dent on velocity components are expressed by considering
the individual actions of the hull, propeller, rudder, etc., and
the fluid dynamic forces resulting from their mutual inter-
ference effects.
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By employing this representation, it becomes possible
to theoretically or experimentally investigate the individual
characteristics of the hull, propeller, and rudder, as well as
the interference effects among them. Furthermore, due to the
clear physical meaning of each term in the model, it is rel-
atively straightforward to incorporate scale effects between
full-scale and model-scale ships, account for shallow water
effects, and introduce external disturbances.

In the MMG model, XS, YS, and NS are generally ex-
pressed as follows:

XS = XH +XP +XR +XT +Xwind +Xwave

YS = YH +YP +YR +YT +Ywind +Ywave

NS = NH +NP +NR +NT +Nwind +Nwave .

(18)

In the subscripts within the equations, H represents the
fluid dynamic forces related to the hull, R corresponds to
the fluid dynamic forces related to the rudder, P denotes the
fluid dynamic forces related to the propeller, T signifies the
fluid dynamic forces associated with the side thruster, wind
stands for the fluid dynamic forces related to the wind, and
wave represents the fluid dynamic forces related to waves.

Many other models can be derived from this model. As
previously mentioned, Nomoto’s KT model is obtained by
linearizing this model and approximating it as a first-order
system.

The acceleration-dependent fluid dynamic forces XA, YA,
and NA follow Lamb’s [72] approach and are expressed as
follows. However, differences arise in dynamic models, such
as when eliminating certain terms for a ship with fore-and-
aft symmetry or incorporating terms that are difficult to sep-
arate in velocity-dependent steady fluid dynamic forces in
tank tests into the velocity-dependent steady fluid dynamic
forces.

XA =−mxu̇+myvr+myαyr2

YA =−myv̇−mxur−myαyṙ

NA =−Jzzṙ−myαy(v̇+ur)− (my −mx)uv .

(19)

Here, the added masses of surge and sway motion and
the added moment of inertia of yaw motion are denoted by
mx, my and Iz, respectively. While there is currently lim-
ited detailed literature on modeling for low-speed naviga-
tion, one notable example is the paper by Miyauchi[73].
The model representing low-speed maneuvering typically
exhibits the following characteristics compared to the con-
ventional MMG model.

Firstly, let’s discuss the fluid dynamic forces acting on
the hull. The non-dimensional yaw rate r′ is often expressed
as r′ = rL/U in the usual range of ship speeds. When the
cubic term of r′ is dimensionalized, it becomes as follows:

1
2

ρLdU2{Y ′
rrrr

′3}= 1
2

ρL2dY ′
rrrr

2 Lr
U

(20)

In low-speed maneuvering, situations resembling in-place
turning with U = 0 can occur, making it challenging to com-
pute under such circumstances. Therefore, models based on
the concept of cross-flow drag [74] or dimensionless param-
eters like r′ = r/

√
g/L [75] have been proposed to address

these challenges.

Typically, in the usual range of ship speeds, the for-
ward speed dominates over the lateral flow velocity, and the
sideslip angle β is assumed to be within approximately 20
degrees. Hence, assumptions such as u ⋍ U are often em-
ployed. However, it is crucial to account for cases where
large sideslip angles occur, especially during lateral move-
ments.

Furthermore, models for propellers and rudders need
to consider various scenarios, such as high or low pro-
peller loading in self-propulsion conditions and the possi-
bility of propeller reverse rotation. Accurately representing
the forces generated by the propeller and rudder under such
conditions is essential.

Modified Abkowitz model Besides the MMG model, an-
other Modular-type model is proposed by Abkowitz and
colleagues [76,69]. This model, referred to as the modi-
fied Abkowitz model in this paper, is an advancement of the
Abkowitz model presented in Section 4.2 section 4.2.1. It
was introduced to enhance the estimation performance of
the Abkowitz model through system identification.
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The modified Abkowitz model replaces eq. (17) with the
following equation:

f1 = η
′
1

[
ρ

2
L2
]

u2
r +η

′
2

[
ρ

2
L3
]

nur +η
′
3

[
ρ

2
L4
]

n2

−CR

[
ρ

2
Su2

r

]
+X ′

v2
r

[
ρ

2
L2
]

v2
r +X ′

e2

[
ρ

2
L2c2

]
e2

+
(
X ′

r +m′x′G
)[ρ

2
L4
]

r2 +
(
X ′

vr +m′)[ρ

2
L3
]

vrr

+X ′
v2

r r2

[
ρ

2
L4U−2

r

]
v2

r r2

(21)

f2 = Y ′
0

[
ρ

2
L2
(uA∞

2

)2
]

+
{

Y ′
vr

[
ρ

2
L2Ur

]
vr +Y ′

δ
(c− c0)

ρ

2
L2vr

}
+

{(
Y ′

r −m′u′r
)[ρ

2
L3Ur

]
r−

Y ′
δ

2
(c− c0)

ρ

2
L3r
}

+Y ′
δ

[
ρ

2
L2c2

]
δ

+Y ′
v3

r

[
ρ

2
L2U−1

r

]
v3

r +Y ′
vr

[
ρ

2
L3U−1

r

]
v2

r r

+Y ′
r2vr

[
ρ

2
L4U−1

r

]
r2vr +Y ′

r

[
ρ

2
L5U−1

r

]
r3

+Y ′
e3

[
ρ

2
L2c2

]
e3

(22)

f3 = N′
0

[
ρ

2
L3
(uA∞

2

)2
]

+
{

N′
vr

[
ρ

2
L3Ur

]
vr −N′

δ
(c− c0)

ρ

2
L3vr

}
+

{(
N′

r −m′x′Gu′r
)[ρ

2
L4Ur

]
r+

1
2

N′
δ
(c− c0)

ρ

2
L4r
}

+N′
δ

[
ρ

2
L3c2

]
δ

+Nvr3

[
ρ

2
L3U−1

r

]
v3

r +Nr
vr r

[
ρ

2
L4U−1

r

]
v2

r r

+N′
r2vr

[
ρ

2
L5U−1

r

]
r2vr +N′

r

[
ρ

2
L6U−1

r

]
r3

+N′
e3

[
ρ

2
L3c2

]
e3

(23)

This model incorporates thrust and hull resistance separa-
tion using thrust coefficients η ′

1, η ′
2, η ′

3. Furthermore, it
expresses the rudder force, previously represented in the
Abkowitz model as a coupling term between δ and v, r,
in terms of the effective inflow angle e and the weighted
average inflow velocity c. The subscript r indicates the rel-
ative velocity considering tidal flow. This allows for the ac-
commodation of large rudder angles and propeller reversal.
However, unlike the MMG model, it is not considered a
Modular-type model in the sense that it does not assume as-
sembly from the individual performance of the rudder and
propeller. It can still be valuable for partial design consider-
ations.

Fossen’s Matrix-vector Representation model Fossen’s
model, as presented in [12], is characterized by expressing

the equations of motion in a matrix-vector form. Adopting a
linearized system in matrix form is convenient for stability
analysis.

In Fossen’s model, the state variables are conventionally
represented as ννν = (u, v, r)⊤ ∈ R3, and the equations of
motion are expressed in vector form with respect to ννν .

MMMν̇νν +CCC(((ννν)))ννν +DDD(((ννν)))ννν = τττ +++ τττwind + τττwave (24)

Here, MMM is the inertia matrix, including added mass, CCC is
the Coriolis and centripetal force matrix, DDD is the damping
matrix, τττ is the control force vector, and τττwind, τττwave are ex-
ternal force vectors due to wind and waves. Users have the
flexibility to choose the matrix representations, and Fossen’s
textbook [12] provides examples of various damping matri-
ces, including those using linear matrices, cross-flow drag, a
second-order polynomial with absolute value function, and
a third-order polynomial based on [41].

For control design, this model is often linearized with
respect to control inputs u as τττ = Bu. For instance, for az-
imuth thrusters, the modeling is illustrated as follows [27].
The control force τττ in eq. (24) is defined as follows:

τττ = (1− t)T|n|n|n|n

 cos(α)

sin(α)

lx sin(α)− ly cos(α)


−dddloss(n, α)ur ,

(25)

Here, dddloss represents the loss term due to velocity-
dependent propeller efficiency, and α is the azimuth angle.
The mounting position of the azimuth thruster is denoted by
(lx, ly). The input u is defined as follows:

u =

[
u1
u2

]
=

[
(1− t)T|n|n|n|ncos(α)

(1− t)T|n|n|n|nsin(α)

]
, (26)

Terms in τττ can be summarized as:

τ = BBBu−DDDloss(n, α)νννr , (27)

where BBB andDDDloss can be defined as:

B =

 1 0
0 1
−lt lx

 , DDDloss(n, α) = (dddloss, 0003×2) , (28)

Transferring the loss term to the left side yields the follow-
ing:

MMMν̇ννr +CCC(((νννr)))νννr +
{

DDD(νννr)+DDDloss(n, α)
}

νννr

= BBBu+ τττwind + τττwave .
(29)

Here, the above equation is for the relative velocity to sea-
water νννr.
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For the vessel having the usual rudder and propeller,
there exists the following modeling: Fossen [27] assume the
force and moment τ generated by the actuator in Eq. (24)

τ =

τ1
τ2
τ6

=

−Xδδ δ 2 +(1− t)T
−Yδ δ

−Nδ δ

 , (30)

By using the following relation:{
UR ≈ uR

αR ≈ δ

then, the force and moment generated τττR by rudder are ap-
proximated as following:

τττR =

 − 1
2 (1− tR)ρU2

RARCN sin2(δ )

− 1
4 (1+aH)ρU2

RARCN sin(2δ )

− 1
4 (xR +aHxH)ρU2

RARCN sin(2δ )


≈

−Xδδ δ 2

−Yδ δ

−Nδ δ

 .

(31)

Here, (1− tR), aH, and xH are estimated by Kijima’s re-
gression formula [77]. Further, the longitudinal effective ve-
locity uR at the rudder is estimated by the following expres-
sion used in the MMG model:

uR =εu(1−wP)

·

√√√√
η

(
1+κ

(√
1+

8KT

πJ2
a
−1

))2

+(1−η)
(32)

Fujii’s formula [78] is used for the rudder lift gradient coef-
ficient CN .

4.3 Examples for other vehicles

The discussion thus far has primarily focused on the three-
degree-of-freedom dynamic model of Surge, Yaw, and
Sway. However, in order to represent the turning motion
of underwater vessels and high-speed planing boats, a six-
degree-of-freedom dynamic model becomes necessary. For
instance, Ghadimi [79] formulated the equations of motion
with six degrees of freedom to analyze the behavior of plan-
ing boats in waves. The model decomposes loads into hydro-
static, hydrodynamic, wave force, and moment components
to construct a comprehensive representation. Additionally,
Kerdraon [80], in the context of motion analysis for racing
yachts in open seas, based the model on Fossen’s work. The
right-hand side loads in the model account for the forces
from the hull, appendages, aerodynamics, and gravity. Equa-
tions of motion with two-degree-of-freedom for heave and
pitch motion, and with three-degree-of-freedom for surge,
heave and pitch motion, are often used for porpoising, which

is one of the main topics in planing hull stability [81,82,83,
84]. Such an approach, where an appropriate degree of free-
dom is selected for the specific target, followed by the con-
sideration of loads, is widely employed, as exemplified by
these studies.

Regarding underwater vessels, there has been a strong
emphasis on vertical stability analysis, particularly due to
the constraint of not exceeding the depth barrier. Conse-
quently, analyses using the Whole model appear to be preva-
lent. In such investigations, six-degree-of-freedom equa-
tions of motion, as exemplified in literature [85,86], are
commonly employed. Vertical Planer Motion Mechanism
(VPMM) tests, which involve vertical motion, have a long
history, as seen in works such as [87]. Some of the authors
have also introduced devices used in these tests [88]. Ex-
perimental formulas for various coefficients have been pub-
lished since the 1950s, as evidenced by studies like [89,90,
91]. For instance, in Japan, a series of studies by Murakami
[92,93,94] are well-known. The works of Tokugawa and
Kito [95] are also widely recognized in this context.

5 Trade-off between complexity and cost of building
dynamic models

The previous chapter outlined the different types of dy-
namic models. For these dynamic models, tank tests, nu-
merical calculations, and real and model ship tests are re-
quired to construct them. These require time and monetary
costs. While such costs are generally unwelcome, users also
generally expect high model accuracy. There is generally
a trade-off between the two. For instance, when construct-
ing dynamic models based on fluid dynamics using captive
model tests, the following costs are associated:

– Since the model has a hydrodynamic theoretical back-
ground, knowledge of the model is necessary for model
selection and experimental acquisition of model param-
eters. Therefore, before developing an algorithm, a per-
son with knowledge of the model is required to build the
model for each specific vessel.

– In order to conduct captive model tests, dedicated test
facilities must be used. Therefore, control system man-
ufacturers and classification societies that do not own
test facilities face certain hurdles in using them. In ad-
dition, there are probably even fewer tanks available for
shallow-water testing.

– As discussed below, the number of tests generally in-
creases, especially when models are constructed for
complex maneuvers at low speeds or in shallow water.
Therefore, even institutions with dedicated testing facil-
ities may find it time-consuming to create models for
individual vessels.
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The dynamic model required for the research and de-
velopment of control systems is essentially different from
the dynamic model required for design studies in the hull
design phase. In the hull design phase, the dynamic model
should be of a modular type because the dynamic model re-
flects design changes in the hull and appendage. However, in
the research and development of control systems, the model
doesn’t have to be of a modular-type, since the hull, engine,
and electrical hardware are often given. Rather, it is impor-
tant that the dynamic model be a linear system or an input-
affine system, and that the cost of generating the dynamic
model for each ship be low.

Based on the authors’ research and other studies, this
chapter summarizes the accuracy required for dynamic mod-
els and the cost of constructing dynamic models for each
method.

Firstly, let’s organize the required accuracy for the mod-
els. For instance, the precision required for collision avoid-
ance maneuvers may be relatively low. On the other hand,
high precision may be necessary for estimating the be-
havior during emergency stops or berthing/unberthing ma-
neuvers. When considering the latter, particularly during
berthing/unberthing, the properties for which accuracy is
crucial can be summarized as the following:

1. Position, velocity, and yaw angle during sway motion,
specifically crabbing, in shallow waters or near a quay

2. Change of ship’s velocities when the propeller revolu-
tion is reversed.

3. Position (including kick), velocity, yaw angle (and its
rate) during turning motion when a large rudder angle is
taken.

4. Response characteristics and transient behavior of actu-
ators, including factors such as dead time and delay.

5. Noise and the discretization of measurements in the data
acquisition process or control stage.

The required estimation accuracy of the model depends
on the objective and the object to be evaluated. The required
accuracy criterion could be determined from the magnitude
of the error in the motion between the simulation and the
actual vessel. For instance, if we are considering speed re-
duction control before pier arrival, the accuracy of estimat-
ing the braking distance at pier arrival would be the target
of evaluation. In this case, the distance between the final
berthing position and the quay would determine the upper
limit of the accuracy of the reproduction of the braking dis-
tance. If the distance from the defined stopping position to
the quay is, for instance, 50 m, then the accuracy of the es-
timation of the braking distance must be sufficiently smaller
than this distance.

Indeed, in the research on automatic berthing control by
Sawada et al., it is mentioned that a position accuracy of
approximately 1 meter or less is required for the sensor’s

target position [18]. Similar discussions can be extended to
simulations, and then the required accuracy (error between
simulation and actual ship behavior) can be defined.

When discussing dynamic models, it is necessary to con-
sider not only the form of the model but also how to obtain
the parameters it contains. Various typical methods are listed
in the ITTC[11]. In this section, we consider the cost of these
methods.

1. Use the parameter sets of existing type ships.
2. Determine the parameter set from a regression formula

that is generated from the databases for various ships.
3. Determine the parameter set from the captive model tests

or captive model tests using Computational Fluid Dy-
namics (CFD) for individual vessels.

4. Determine the parameter set from the System Identifica-
tion (SI) for free-running model test or actual ship oper-
ational data or CFD direct maneuvering simulations.

The authors would also like to add a note about CFD, which
also appeared at the end of the list. With recent improve-
ments in computational power, the method of estimating
motion by direct maneuvering simulation using CFD has
also been used [96,97]. In this method, the ship is consid-
ered a rigid body, and the instantaneous flow field around
the ship is analyzed by the unsteady Raynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes method to estimate the forces acting on the
ship. The unsteady motion of the ship is then estimated by
performing a coupled rigid-body and fluid calculation. Al-
though this method can estimate the motion with high accu-
racy, the computational cost is very high. Therefore, it is not
considered suitable for simulator applications at this time.
Therefore, we decided not to discuss it in this paper.

5.1 Direct application of type ship values

With the use of the same or slightly modified coefficients
as for a similar already existing ship (type ship), a simu-
lator can be constructed. It should be noted, however, that
although this method appears to be costless, some cost has
already been paid in the modeling of the type ship.

5.2 Determine hydrodynamic derivatives from database or
regression model based on the database

In this method, the coefficients are determined by using re-
gression equations based on the ship’s main requirements
and so on. Such methods include, for example, just listing
the MMG model: Motora’s chart [37,98,99], Inoue’s equa-
tion [39], Kijima’s equation [77], Yoshimura’s formula[74,
100], Hasegawa’s formula for Xvr [101], Fujiwara’s formula
for wind pressure [102]. There are several other examples.
Of course, there are many other methods.
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In general, many maneuvering motion model parame-
ters need to be estimated for low-speed maneuvering mo-
tions during berthing/unberthing maneuvers. Unfortunately,
no chart is currently available that can estimate those param-
eters

While MMG models can estimate motion with some ac-
curacy, criticisms also have existed. For example, in the lit-
erature [103], it is stated that the coding cost of the MMG
model is high. However, the adoption of MMG does not nec-
essarily mean the high coding cost of the model. This is be-
cause a large amount of past testing data has already been
accumulated for MMG models. Therefore, users can obtain
models with a certain degree of accuracy at a low cost by re-
ferring to those existing results. This is due to the advantage
that the MMG model is a modular-type model based on fluid
dynamics. On the other hand, as the model becomes more
sophisticated to accommodate low-speed maneuvering mo-
tions, the total number of parameters increases. Therefore,
additional costs may be required, such as the maintenance
of charts to determine those coefficients. The model builder
decides whether to determine these coefficients from charts,
tank tests, or SI from actual shipboard tests, based on the
accuracy required and coding costs.

5.3 Determine hydrodynamic derivatives by model
experiment or model CFD computation

When constructing a dynamic model using a captive model
test or its CFD calculation results, the coefficients are ob-
tained by fitting the measured fluid dynamic force with the
dynamic model used in the simulation. In the following,
the method of constructing a modular-type model is consid-
ered concerning the literature [71]. Assuming that the resis-
tance, self-propulsion performance, and propeller open per-
formance of the subject vessel are known, the required tests
are as follows.

1. Steering test for different propeller load
2. Steering test with drift and turning motions
3. Drift motion test, turning motion test, and/or PMM test

The steering tests are conducted to obtain coefficients re-
lated to the hull-rudder interaction and the longitudinal com-
ponent of rudder inflow velocity in the propeller wake. Drift
tests, turning tests, and PMM tests all aim to acquire fluid
dynamic forces acting on the hull. However, the accelera-
tion component cannot be obtained from the drift tests and
circular motion tests. Therefore, Motora charts [37,98,99]
or theoretical calculations are usually used for obtaining the
added mass component. The PMM test enables model con-
struction with fewer points than the drift and circular motion
tests. In addition, added mass can be obtained by this test.
On the other hand, it should be noted that the obtained fluid
dynamic forces from the PMM test have a dependency on

frequency. In addition, by conducting the drift and circular
motion tests with the propeller, it is possible to obtain the
coefficients on the changes in the wake coefficient due to
ship motion. The steering test with drift and circular motion
makes it possible to obtain coefficients related to the sway
directional component of inflow velocity at the rudder posi-
tion (flow straightening coefficient).

The test conditions for the captive model test should be
such that the motion state that the simulation should cover
and the operating state of the propeller and rudder are not
extrapolated from the test conditions. In addition, the mea-
surement points should be set at intervals that allow for good
interpolation between them. For example, if the purpose of
the test is to simulate normal maneuvers with normal ship
velocity, the following test conditions can be considered:

– Steering test for different propeller loads is performed
with a rudder angle of -35 to 35 deg. at 5 deg. intervals
and three different propeller loads.

– The drift test is performed with a drift angle of -20 to
20 deg. at 5 deg. intervals. the circular motion test is
performed with a dimensionless yaw angular velocity of
-0.8 to 0.8 at 0.2 intervals, with a drift angle as needed.

– The steering test with drift and circular motion is per-
formed for three different steering angles under the same
conditions as the drift and circular motion test.

These are the test conditions for creating a dynamic
model that can simulate maneuvers with normal maneuvers
with normal ship velocity. On the other hand, when creating
a dynamic model that can simulate maneuvers with normal
maneuvers with normal ship velocity, it is necessary to con-
duct additional tests. For example, pivot-turn tests with a
drift angle of 90deg. or more, propeller and rudder charac-
teristics in each of the four quadrants of the propeller opera-
tional condition, and tests to measure shallow-water effects
for all of them will be necessary. Thus, the number of tests
will increase even more.

5.4 System identification (SI) using direct maneuvering
simulation or the trajectory from the full-scale/model-scale
ship.

The System Identification (SI) approach involves prepar-
ing time-series data of the vessel’s trajectory, i.e., the time-
dependent data of state variables, control inputs, and dis-
turbances, as training data. The model’s parameters (includ-
ing its structure, if necessary) are then searched using some
optimization method to match the training data, which may
include fluid dynamic forces such as direct pressure on the
rudder. Therefore, the cost associated with acquiring trajec-
tory data becomes a part of the construction cost. Although
the cost of obtaining trajectory data depends on the ves-
sel’s hourly charter cost, we will focus here solely on the
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dimensionless length of the learning data without consider-
ing charter costs.

The training data quantity for system identification in re-
lated studies is presented in table 1. In the table, the length of
the training data, T (train) (sec), is non-dimensionalized using
the ship’s length L (m) and representative velocity V (m/s)
of the target ship to facilitate the comparison of diverse stud-
ies considering variations in motion types and vessel sizes.

T ′(train) = T (train)V/L . (33)

In the case of using turning and Zigzag (Z) tests, the
initial velocity of the ship was denoted by V . As a refer-
ence for the non-dimensionalized data quantity T ′(train), the
data employed by Abkowitz et al. [69] consisted of a sin-
gle trajectory of a 10-degree/10-degree Z-test up to the 4th
overshoot with a ship length of L = 325 m and an initial ve-
locity of V = 7 knots. In this particular case, T ′(train) was
equal to 17.7. According to table 1, even approaches aiming
to estimate the model parameters of Whole-ship models or
Modular-type models have successfully obtained dynamic
model parameters from just one to a few Zigzag or turn-
ing test data. However, in the case of Whole-ship models,
model parameters may change due to changes in the ves-
sel speed. Therefore, obtaining dynamic models for several
speeds would require several times more data. Additionally,
for Modular-type models capable of representing changes
in propeller revolutions per minute (RPM), models obtained
solely from trajectory data with a single propeller RPM can-
not capture the model parameters for any arbitrary propeller
RPM, including changes in propeller rotation direction.

Therefore, some studies [105,107] have sought model
parameters related to thrust through methods other than Sys-
tem Identification (SI) and have exclusively used SI to esti-
mate parameters related to ship fluid dynamic forces. To ob-
tain all parameters by using SI, as in the case of Whole-ship
models, a greater amount of training data would likely be
necessary.

On the other hand, when using a dynamic model for a
simulator, it is desirable to obtain a dynamic model that can
respond to arbitrary inputs within the mechanically feasible
range of the ship. Attempts to achieve a robust model for
various inputs by using complex motions other than IMO
Standard Maneuvers have been discussed since the early
stages of System Identification (SI) research [69].

In recent years, methods have been proposed to opti-
mize the steering angle and steering time in maneuvers to
improve the distribution of state variables, using motions
such as steering maneuvers beyond the Zigzag test [108,
106]. Miyauchi et al. [73] estimated an MMG model that
can handle propeller reversal and large yaw angles by using
random ship maneuvers as training data. Similarly, Wakita et
al. [65] used random ship maneuvers to represent dynamic

models with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). However,
these random motions have drawbacks since a long mea-
surement record is necessary to ensure sufficient random-
ness. Further, the real-scale random maneuvers may face the
limit of the steering device’s capability and safety issues dur-
ing random maneuvers.

Additionally, when training a dynamic model using the
free-running model experiments, it is crucial to be mindful
of the unavoidable scale effects. Since Reynolds numbers
differ between full-scale and model-scale ships, the fric-
tional resistance coefficient and the wake coefficient also
change. Although the contributions to each propeller load
tend to cancel each other out, model-scale ships often expe-
rience higher propeller load.

To correct for the differences in propeller load, some
studies [109] have proposed methods involving the use of
auxiliary thrust to perform corrections, such as adjusting the
skin friction coefficient (SFC) during model tests. Another
approach involves focusing on the inflow velocity to the rud-
der and making corrections based on this parameter [110].

6 Functional and non-functional requirements of the
simulator for autonomous vessel

This chapter describes the functional requirements for the
simulation of the motion of an automated ship. The require-
ments of the simulator should be defined according to its
purpose.

6.1 Example of functional requirements in IEC 62065

Some existing simulators have been created with explicit
functional requirements. For example, international stan-
dards such as IEC 62065 [111] have already defined func-
tional requirements for simulators of ship maneuvering mo-
tion. IEC 62065 describes the following functional require-
ments for mathematical models that aim to provide a simple
method for testing track control systems.

1. The model should be capable of representing the essen-
tial characteristics of ship motion such as:

– Response of propulsion system to command
– Response to propulsive force
– Straight line resistance
– Rudder response to a command
– Response of the hull to the actual steering angle
– Lateral motion of the hull when turning

2. The model should be able to represent the behavior of a
vessel with unstable straight-line motion, i.e., it should
produce a turning motion even when the rudder is neu-
tral, and require rudder operation to suppress it.
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Table 1: Data set used in relevant SI studies. In the maneuver column, Z, T and R are a zig-zag maneuver, a turning and a
random maneuver. See literature [73,65], v were set to Fr = 0.05.

Article Model Unknown
parameters

Maneuver T ′(train)

[104] KT 2 Z 14
[69] Whole-ship, linear 15 Z 17.7
[105] Modular-type

(MMG)
21, 30 Z, T 8.8-50.8

[106] Whole-ship 7, 18 m-level PRS 25.9
[73] Modular-type

(MMG)
57 Z, T, R 258-269.5

[65] RNN 122600 Z, T, R 256.3

3. The model should be able to connect to commercial ship
control systems without any special modifications. This
means that inputs to the model should come from stan-
dard equipment and the outputs of the model should be
suitable as direct inputs to standard equipment.

4. The model should be simple enough that test houses
around the world can interpret the equations without am-
biguity and incorporate the formulas into computer sim-
ulators with minimum difficulty.

6.2 Proposal of functional and non-functional requirements

For special maneuvers such as berthing/unberthing oper-
ations, the functional requirements of the IEC 62065 are
considered to be insufficient. Hereafter, the authors con-
sider a model for maneuvering simulators that can be used
for the development of control algorithms. To achieve a
model that is realistic and not overly complex, including
berthing/unberthing maneuvering, the authors propose func-
tional and non-functional requirements. The control law to
be developed will likely be a feedback control since it will be
used under disturbance. The functional requirements listed
below are for a simulator to develop a feedback controller
to be installed on an automatic vessel. Feedback control is
expected to compensate for modeling errors. Therefore, it
is important to note that the simulation results give quali-
tatively plausible ship motion results. Therefore, the most
important feature of the functional requirements presented
here is that they do not require a high level of quantitative
agreement. On the basis of the above, the functional require-
ments can be described in detail as follows.

– Collision avoidance maneuver by heading control
1. That the hull is subjected to hydrodynamic resis-

tance in the surge, sway, and yaw directional hydro-
dynamic resistance acts on the hull due to the change
in each velocity.

2. Model tends to be stable or unstable depending on
the hull form and velocity.

3. Theoretically or physically improbable motion does
not occur.

4. According to the rudder angle and hull form, turning
motion is generated.

5. Ship velocities appropriately vary with propeller rev-
olution number.

6. The response of the ship generated by steering varies
with ship velocity and propeller revolution.

7. When wind and wave disturbance is present, the ship
drifts to leeward or turns.

8. The delay between control commands and the actu-
ator is taken into account.

9. The maximum values of the actuator and its rate can
be considered.

10. The time steps of the differential equation are cho-
sen automatically and appropriately according to the
scale, etc.

11. The calculation of each step must be completed in
real-time.

– Berthing maneuver
1. In the absence of external forces and control inputs,

etc., the system origin (u, v, r)⊤ = 0 has asymptotic
stability.

2. That the hull is subjected to hydrodynamic resis-
tance in the surge, sway, and yaw directional hydro-
dynamic resistance acts on the hull due to the change
in each velocity.

3. Model tends to be stable or unstable depending on
the hull form and velocity.

4. Theoretically or physically improbable motion does
not occur.

5. According to the rudder angle and hull form, turning
motion is generated.

6. Ship velocities appropriately vary with propeller rev-
olution number.

7. The response of the ship generated by steering varies
with ship velocity and propeller revolution.

8. The response of the ship generated by side thrusters
varies with the ship’s forward velocity.

9. In the case of propeller reversing, a turning motion
is generated according to the direction of rotation of
the individual ship’s propeller.
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10. When wind disturbance is present, the ship drifts to
leeward and/or turns.

11. The delay between control commands and the actu-
ator is taken into account.

12. The maximum values of the actuator and its rate can
be considered

13. The time steps of the differential equation are cho-
sen automatically and appropriately according to the
scale, etc.

14. The calculation of each step must be completed in
real-time.

On the other hand, as non-functional requirements, IEC
62065 states that "the model shall be publicly available" and
"the model shall be as possible as simple". On the other
hand, there may be no particular need for model simplifi-
cation. In this research, the following are proposed as non-
functional requirements.

1. The model is open source
2. The model is clearly described using mathematical equa-

tions.

Based on the above, the user should design and use
a model after defining the functional requirements of the
model, i.e., what items should be represented. Even when se-
lecting an existing model, the user should use one that meets
the established functional requirements.

Finally, the authors show in the Appendix the
maneuvering motion model that satisfies the func-
tional requirements proposed here, and its code is
available on https://github.com/NAOE-5thLab/
mmg-1p1r-simulator.

7 Notes on solving differential equations numerically

Suppose that the equations of motion can be described
numerically according to the functional requirements de-
scribed so far. Then the next step is to solve the differen-
tial equation numerically. Then, all of the equations involved
must be coupled and the state quantities must be computed
simultaneously for the control input uuu(t) and the disturbance
ωωω by eq. (34). Note that this is a rewritten representation.

xxxt = xxx0 +
∫ t

0
FFF (xxxs,uuu(xxxs(ωωω)))ds (34)

In addition, it should be noted that eq. (11) must be symbol-
ically solved for u̇, v̇, and ṙ. Then, the following form must
be taken and then solved numerically.


u̇ = fu(u, v, r)

v̇ = fv(u, v, r)

ṙ = fr(u, v, r)

(35)

8 Discussion

In this chapter, building upon the discussions regarding the
existing models, we delve into the challenges associated
with the introduction of models into the simulator. The pro-
cess of designing a dynamic model for use in a simulator
can be divided into several subtasks. These are listed and
discussed below.

1. Select a appropriate model for your purpose.
2. Clearly identify the inputs, outputs, and parameters of

the selected model.
3. Design of input/output interface and protocols.
4. Design appropriate parameters of the model.

How to select a model for the purpose is described in
previous sections. Before selecting a model, you need to de-
sign the requirements of the model for your purpose. Iden-
tifying the inputs, outputs, and parameters of the selected
model and designing interfaces and protocols are also im-
portant in developing automated systems. The preceding
discussions have primarily focused on the requirements of
the model. However, it is imperative for the simulator to
furnish an environment that ensures the quality of the de-
veloped automated system. For example, Fig. 3 shows the
development environment of the automatic berthing system
in the study by Sawada [112]. When introducing the cho-
sen model into the simulator for MASS under development,
it is desirable that it can simulate the communication in-
terface that the actual developed MASS has. For instance,
communication specifications with actuators on the real ship
and data receiving frequencies of onboard sensors can im-
pact control. If the communication method connecting the
models within the simulator and the developed control code
or automated system closely resembles the specifications of
the systems on the actual ship, it can reduce malfunctions
attributed to the hardware of the automated system and on-
board system. This method is called HILS (Hardware In the
Loop Simulation). In this case, actuators and sensors of the
full-scale ship are connected to the controller, and the de-
veloped control code communicates with the controller to
operate the ship. The ship-handling simulator is updated to
develop the automated system and connected with the same
controller as the one on the real ship. The simulator on the
personal computer which is used in the early stage of devel-
opment is implemented in the same runtime environment as
the control code. This simulator has an adapter that simu-
lates the communication between the control code and the
onboard controller. When implementing a dynamic model
in a simulator, the dynamic model should be designed con-
sidering such a hardware interface.

Parameter design relates to the availability of the model.
Many papers discuss parameter estimation methods, how-
ever, there are no systematic and comprehensive studies or
guidelines on this subject. In addition, when adopting MMG

https://github.com/NAOE-5thLab/mmg-1p1r-simulator
https://github.com/NAOE-5thLab/mmg-1p1r-simulator
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Automatic Berthing Control Code (Python/Julia)

Personal Computer

Fig. 3: Development environment for prototyping of auto-
matic berthing system in [112]

models, for example, costs of implementation are high, and
source code and model implementation examples are not
publicly available. The process of selecting a model, col-
lecting data, and implementing the model in a simulator is
time-consuming and costly. For such problems, it would be
helpful for the development of an autonomous control sys-
tem if examples of verified implementations of the model
were made publicly available.

In the development of algorithms for automatic ship op-
erations, especially in the development of a simulator in-
cluding models to be applicable to berthing/unberthing situ-
ations, the MMG model may be selected if there is plenty of
background information available. Otherwise, other models
should be used. In addition, it is necessary to standardize the
structure of the model with an expressive power that can be
applied to the simulation of a jetty at takeoff and landing,
to develop a chart of the coefficients, and to actively open
source the code so that ordinary users can also build the
model. Once this is achieved, MMG models should be eas-
ily constructed by organizations that are not experts in fluid
dynamics or maneuvering equations of motion, and that do
not have tank testing facilities or background information.

In the development of algorithms for autonomous ship
operation, the choice of model should be based on re-
quirements. For example, when developing a simulator for
berthing/unberthing situations, the MMG model, modified
Abukowitz model, and Fossen’s model are likely to meet the
requirements for the situations. However, as discussed so far,
there is a trade-off between expressiveness and implementa-
tion cost. Implementation cost can be improved by utilizing
the existing database of aquarium tests, but there is a prob-
lem of loss of parameter compatibility if the model differs.
Standardization of models is one solution, and it is important
to maintain a database of parameters of standardized models
and to actively open source the calculation codes of models.

Whereas, the use of response models, modified
Abkowitz model, neural network-based model, or Fossen’s

model is always an option. The modified Abkowitz model
and neural network-based model require training data. In ad-
dition, a database of response model coefficients applicable
to berthing operations has not been developed.

9 Concluding remarks

In this paper, against the background of the widespread use
of simulators in the development of automated vessels, the
authors show the importance of organizing the functional re-
quirements according to the evaluation, task, etc., and of ap-
propriately selecting a dynamic model. In the development
of an automatic ship, it is important to discuss the cost and
functionality of the dynamic model in addition to the hydro-
dynamic theory behind the model.

In this study, the authors have organized the applications
of dynamic models in general, and in particular, the authors
have systematically organized the typical dynamic models
that are often used for self-propelled vessels. Furthermore,
examples of functional and non-functional requirements for
dynamic models in the development of automatic vessels
are presented, taking the collision avoidance maneuver and
berthing/unberthing maneuver as examples of tasks for au-
tonomous ships. Further research will be conducted to en-
sure that dynamic models are appropriately selected accord-
ing to the flow of identifying requirements as presented in
this paper.

Finally, the authors proposed to standardize the model
structure to facilitate the development of simulators so that
dynamic models can be built by the general public. The au-
thors believe that it is necessary to standardize the model
structure, develop charts for parameters of the dynamic
models, and open-source the calculation code in order to
promote the development of simulators so that general users
can build dynamic models.
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Appendix

In this Appendix, the authors present a maneuvering motion model
that satisfies the functional requirements proposed in this paper for
the berthing maneuver in which a ship is operated at low speed.
The model is completely identical to that shown in Miyauchi et al.
[73]. In his paper, the full coefficient list for this model is avail-
able. The Python implementation is available at https://github.
com/NAOE-5thLab/mmg-1p1r-simulator.

https://github.com/NAOE-5thLab/mmg-1p1r-simulator
https://github.com/NAOE-5thLab/mmg-1p1r-simulator
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The 3-DoF equation of MMG model [73] is express as follows:

(m+mx)u̇− (m+my)vmr− xGmr2 = X

(m+my)v̇m +(m+mx)ur+ xGmṙ = Y

(Izz + Jzz + x2
Gm)ṙ+ xGm(v̇m +ur) = N

(36)

with

X = XH +Xp +XR +Xwind

Y = YH +Yp +YR +Ywind

N = NH +Np +NR +Nwind .

(37)

Here, the overdot (e.g. ẋ) denotes the differentiation with respect to
time. The right-hand side of Eq. (36) represents the force or moment
acting on the ship, and the MMG model decomposes the fluid dynamic
force acting on the ship into a sub-model for major components
consisting of the ship as Eq. (37). The subscripts H, P, R, and wind
denote the hull, the propeller, the rudder, and the external forces
by wind, respectively. Hereafter, the details of each sub-model are
explained.

1. Force on Hull
The force acting on the hull was estimated by the following model
for operation on the open sea and harbor maneuvers [74]:

XH =
(

ρ

2

)
Lppd

[ {
X ′

0(F)+
(

X ′
0(A)−X ′

0(F)

)
(β/π)

}
uU

+X ′
vrLpp · vmr

]
YH =

(
ρ

2

)
Lppd Y ′

v vm|u|+Y ′
r Lpp · ru

−
(

CD

Lpp

)∫ Lpp/2

−Lpp/2
|vm +CrY rx|(vm +CrY rx)dx


NH =

(
ρ

2

)
L2

ppd N′
vvmu+N′

rLpp · r|u|

−

(
CD

L2
pp

)∫ Lpp/2

−Lpp/2
|vm +CrNrx|(vm +CrNrx)xdx

 ,

(38)

where ρ, density of water; Lpp, Length between perpendiculars
of ship; d, draft of ship; X ′

O(F)
and X ′

0(A), non-dimensional
resistance coefficients of ahead and astern; CD, cross flow drag
coefficient; CrY and CrN , correction factor for lateral force and
yaw moment; X ′

0(F), Y ′
v , Y ′

r , N′
v, and N′

r are non-demensional
hydrodynamic derivatives, respectively. Hereafter, the super-
script prime (e.g. X ′

0(F)) means the non-dimensionalized value
and the non-denationalization is conducted by Eq. (1). Note
that in this paper, the added mass components in the original
expression of Eq. (38) was moved to the left- hand side of Eq. (36).

2. Force by propeller
In the standard MMG model [43], the forwarding maneuver (u >
0, np > 0) is the target. In order to consider every propeller oper-
ation condition, the following quadrant operational condition is to
be taken into account: first (u≥ 0, np > 0); second (u< 0, np > 0);
third (u ≥ 0, np < 0); and fourth (u < 0, np < 0). On the first and
second quadrants, propeller thrust was estimaed by the standard
MMG model:

Xp = ρn2
pD4

p
(
1− tp

)
KT , (39)

where thrust coefficient KT was express by a polynomial expres-
sion of advance coefficient Jp =

(
1−wp

)
u/
(
npDp

)
. The effective

propeller wake fraction wp was calculated as follows [113]:

1−wp = 1−wp0 + τ
∣∣v′m + x′pr′

∣∣+C′
p
(
v′m + x′pr′

)2
, (40)

where: wp0 is the wake fraction on vm = r = 0; τ, C′
pand x′p are

empirical coefficients. The trust deduction factor tp and wake frac-
tion wp changes due to propeller operation condition. However, in
our model, they are simply modeled as [114,115].:

tp = 0 for np < 0 (41)

wp = 0 for u < 0 , (42)

Sway force and yaw moment induced by the propeller on the first
and second quadrants (np ≥ 0) are usually neglected in the MMG
model. However, in our model, they were estimated by the poly-
nomial expression based upon the captive test for training ves-
sel [116], as follows:

Yp =

{
0 for u ≥ 0
1
2 ρL2

ppd
(
npP
)2 (A6J2

s +A7Js +A8
)

for u < 0
(43)

Np =

{
0 for u ≥ 0
1
2 ρL2

ppd
(
npP
)2 (B6J2

s +B7Js +B8
)

for u < 0
(44)

where: P, pitch of the propeller; Js = u/(nPDP); A6 through A8 and
B6 through B8 are polynomial coefficients.
On the propeller reversal condition, same as the second quadrant,
polynomial expression [117] based on CMT was used:

Xp =ρn2
pD4

p

{
C6 +C7Js for (Js ≥C10)

C3 for (Js <C10)
(45)

Yp =
1
2

ρLd
(
npDp

)2


A1 +A2Js (−0.35 ≤ Js ≤−0.06)
A3 +A4Js (Js <−0.35)
A5 (−0.06 < Js)

(46)

Np =
1
2

ρL2d
(
npDp

)2


B1 +B2Js (−0.35 ≤ Js ≤−0.06)
B3 +B4Js (Js <−0.35)
B5 (−0.06 < Js) ,

(47)

where, A1 through A5, B1 through B5, C3, C6, C7, and C10 are
polynomial coefficients.

3. Force by Rudder
The forces and moment induced by the rudder is estimated by the
standard MMG model [43]:

XR =−(1− tR)FN sinδ (48)

YR =−(1−aH)FN cosδ (49)

NR =−(xR +aH xH)FN cosδ , (50)

where FN is the rudder normal force:

FN = (1/2)ρARU2
R fα sinαR . (51)

Here, tR, thrust deduction factor by steering; xR, longitudinal posi-
tion of the rudder from midship; aH, correction factor lateral force;
xH position of additional lateral force on hull due to steering; AR,
area of the rudder. The gradient of normal force of the rudder fα

is regarded as constant in most of the MMG model. Although,
fα is no longer constant in the case of the berthing maneuver, fα

is assumed as constant and estimated by the most commonly used
Fujii’s formula [78]. This formula has a function form with respect
to the aspect ratio of rudder λ :

fα = 6.13λ/(2.25+λ ) . (52)

The rudder inflow velocity UR and effective inflow angle αR were
estimted by surge and sway directional inflow velocities uR and
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vR:

UR =
√

u2
R + v2

R (53)

αR = δ −atan2

(
vR

uR

)
. (54)

In order to simulate the berthing maneuver, we extended the
standard MMG model to Eq. (54) by introducing the function
atan2(y/x). Here, atan2(y/x) returns the tan−1(y/x) in range of
(−π,π]. The sway directional inflow velocity vR is estimated as
follows using the flow straightening coefficient γ and experimen-
tal constant lR:

vR =

{
−γp (vm + lRr) for vm + xRr ≥ 0
−γN (vm + lRr) for vm + xRr < 0 .

(55)

The surge directional inflow uR is strongly affected by the ship mo-
tion and the propeller-induced velocity. For np ≥ 0, uR is estimated
in modified form [118] for low speed region as:

uR =

ε

√√√√√η

up +
kx

ε


√

u2
p +

8KT
(
npDp

)2

π
−up


2

+(1−η)u2
p .

(56)

Here, up = (1−wp)u; η = DP/HR; HR, height of the rudder; ε ,
ratio of wake fraction; kx, empirical coefficient. On the third quad-
rant, Kitagawa’s model [119] is applied:

uR = sgn
(
uRsq

)
·
√∣∣uRsq

∣∣ , (57)

where:

uRsq =η · sgn(uRPR1) ·u2
RPR1

+(1−η)sgn(uRPR2) ·u2
RPR2 +CPR ·u

(58)

uRPR1 = uε
(
1−wp

)
+npDpkxPR

√
8 |KT|/π (59)

uRPR2 = uε
(
1−wp

)
. (60)

Here, kxPR, the velocity increase factor; CPR, the correction factor
for the propeller reversal condition. On the fourth quadrant, it is
assumed that the inflow velocity is equal to the velocity of ship
itself: uR = u [114].

4. Force by Wind
The wind-induced forces and moments estimated by Fujiwara’s
regression formulae [102]:

Xwind = (1/2)ρAU2
AAT ·CX

Ywind = (1/2)ρAU2
AAL ·CY

Nwind = (1/2)ρAU2
AALLOA ·CN ,

(61)

where

CX =X0 +X1 cos(2π − γA)+X3 cos3(2π − γA)

+X5 cos5(2π − γA)

CY =Y1 sin(2π − γA)+Y3 sin3(2π − γA)

+Y5 sin5(2π − γA)

CN =N1 sin(2π − γA)+N2 sin2(2π − γA)

+N3 sin3(2π − γA) .

(62)

Here, ρA is the density of air, AT, AL,LOA are the projected trans-
verse area, the projected lateral area and the overall length of the

ship, respectively. Xi, Yi,Ni are coefficients to express wind pres-
sure coefficients derived from regression formulae [102] that use
the geometric parameters of the ship as explanatory variables and
are based on wind tunnel test data from numerous scaled model
ships.
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